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Adani Institute of Infrastructure Management (AIIM)

Post-Graduate Diploma in Management (Infrastructure Management)
(AICTE approved 2-year full-time residential programme)

creating the nation builders

Vision
• To become a leading institution for infrastructure
sector research and education in Asia
• To harness the quality, breadth and depth of
our parent group capabilities to create fulfilling
classroom experiences and to address the
difficult challenges of today and the future
• To develop the next generation of academicians
and practitioners
• To create and disseminate knowledge in the arena
of management in general and infrastructure
management in particular

Governing Council
• Dr Priti G Adani
• Dr Malay Mahadevia
• Dr G. Raghuram

Mission

To embody and deliver
excellent education and
research in management
of infrastructure sector
that influences practice
through
continuous
industry engagement and an
interdisciplinary scholarship,
and become an engine for
sustainable development of
the nation.

Trustee’s Message
Dr Malay Mahadevia
Adani Institute for
Education and Research

Greetings to the youth of India!
After more than six decades of freedom, every single
Indian is still waiting to see the day dawn when our
country can be called as truly developed. Many of
us wonder if we shall be fortunate enough to see a
developed India within our life time. How can we
alleviate the ill effects of 200 years of foreign rule in
one go? Is there a magic wand that can change our
country for the better? There is! Education! Nelson
Mandela said and I quote “Education is the most
powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world.”
With improved education comes the requirement
for increased career opportunities. Our nation and
its youth are infused with hope, especially after our
Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi launched
his campaign of “Make in India” on 15th August 2014.
The Make in India campaign shall attract Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) from abroad which in his
opinion should also stand for “First Develop India”.
For “Make in India” to be successful, we need to
strengthen its basic Infrastructure like roads, power,
port, mining, airports, railways, oil & gas pipelines,
renewable energy or social infrastructure like primary
education, primary healthcare, academic institutes,
water supply, waste management, vocational training,
etc. such that a robust and ready platform is available
for FDIs.

The AIIM will be the first of its kind in India which will impart
academic curriculums successfully linked with industry
interface and applied research giving the right blend of
infrastructure management

Adani Group is India’s leading integrated infrastructure
conglomerate which has invested in various
infrastructure verticals like resources, logistics,
energy and agriculture to facilitate nation building.
It works directly with the communities it touches
through its projects with a dedicated CSR team and
strives to bring inclusive growth in India. Operating
in multiple infrastructure verticals has given us the
understanding of this sector, encompassing strategy,
policy, planning, execution, operations, growth and
sustainability.
Our Chairman Mr. Gautam Adani believes that not
one organisation but a participative programme with
a collaboration of many large corporates as well as
the people of India, along with government support,
that will convert our Dream of a prosperous India into
Reality.
AIIM has been established and promoted by the Adani
Group drawing upon its strengths as India’s leading
integrated infrastructure player. The main objective
is to equip the youth to “Be the Nation Builders” by
imparting high quality education and train them to
shoulder engineering and managerial responsibility in
infrastructure and allied sectors of economy. Qualified
and educated youth equipped to cater to the Make in
India campaign can become the Nation Builders with
their skills that shall provide the key human resource
needed to boost the Make in India Campaign a grand
success.
The AIIM will be the first of its kind in India which

will impart academic curriculums successfully linked
with industry interface and applied research giving
the right blend of infrastructure management as
well as technical aspects, creating minds which are
solution finders, creating passion for contributing for
country’s pride, exposing youngsters towards world
best practices of the sector and preparing them to put
it to use at the early stages of their career, creating
competencies which are the basic necessity of the
country today and creating careers which are not only
financial success but also fulfilling and aligning with
the nation’s need.
The project and team based learning will help students
to enhance their emotional quotient (EQ) which is
extremely important for the sustainable success of
any individual. Also it will help a student, to not only
develop his/her capacities, but to understand his/her
own highest interest in building infrastructure asset.
We are completely committed to become a Centre of
Excellence for Infrastructure and are totally backed
by India’s leading integrated infrastructure entity –
the Adani group who are India’s largest port company,
India’s largest private power company and owners of
India’s largest edible oil brand - Fortune.
AIIM is looking to train and groom the “Nation
Builders”. Do you have it in you to be one amongst the
brightest minds who will “Build India”?
Come, join us and make a career for yourself as you
make your country! Be the nation builders!

Director General’s
Message
Bhavesh Patel, Ph.D.
Adani Institute for
Education and Research

Greetings to the youth of India–the
aspiring nation builders of tomorrow!
India as a nation has managed green (agricultural)
revolution, white (dairy product) revolution and
industrial revolution since independence. Post
economic liberalization, services sector grew and
with the turn of this millennium, entrepreneurship
started thriving. All these may not give a sustainable
development without due attention to India’s
infrastructure. Today, all inclusive infrastructural
growth is the mantra for our nation. Our dream to
become world economic superpower can be met
only when we focus on developing sustainable
infrastructure in core, services and social sectors
alike.
Our promoter, Mr. Gautam Adani, recognized this as a
problem as well as an opportunity, and about a quarter
century back started making significant contributions
to the development of Indian infrastructure in a
responsible way. As a result, the group has built worldclass infrastructure like ports, airports, railways, power

AIIM works under the umbrella of Adani Institute for
Education and Research (AIER), which is also known as
Adani Institutes of Infrastructure (AII).

and more. On social infrastructure front, Adani Group
has set up institutions of education and healthcare.
One of them is Adani Institute of Infrastructure
Management (AIIM). AIIM was established in 2009
to offer one-year full-time residential programme for
executives. After graduating six batches, in the year
2015, we launched a 2-year full-time residential Post
Graduate Diploma in Management (Infrastructure
Management) (PGDM-IM) duly approved by AICTE
in the state-of-the-art educational and residential
complex.
AIIM works under the umbrella of Adani Institute for
Education and Research (AIER), which is also known
as Adani Institutes of Infrastructure (AII). At AIER, we
are engaged in building a world-class institution for
infrastructure education to generate and disseminate
managerial and technological knowledge of highest
value for the benefit of mankind through impactful
industry engagement and multidisciplinary research.
We aspire to become the world exemplar of higher
education in infrastructure management with our
eyes on strong research, case-based active learning,

international collaborations and an active industry
interface with solid backing of Adani group. A strong
industry connect and support has been making it
possible for us to integrate real life management and
engineering   problems   with the   student   project  
work and course   work. Industry experts regularly
interact with students for creating awareness about
infrastructure industry, and for building career
aspirations nurtured by them on regular basis. Industry
engagement with senior research-oriented faculty
members of AIIM makes a perfect setting for students
to lay foundation for a long-term career in management
in general and infrastructure management in
particular, based on understanding, inquisitiveness,
entrepreneurship and value contribution.
If you want to be a part of the Young India team, building
India’s sustainable future through relevant education,
you would like to join our PGDM-Infrastructure
Management programme as a right step forward. We
encourage you to visit our website for more details or
personally visit us for more information.

About Infrastructure
Sector

Infrastructure Sector
Infrastructure is the backbone of a nation. It is now a well-established fact that creation of infrastructural assets
is critical for fostering sustainable growth for every economy. The Government of India has now recognised
the strategic importance of infrastructure sector as the engine of robust future economic growth and social
development of the nation. Infrastructure like roads & bridges, urban infrastructure, ports & maritime, power, oil
& gas, airports, real estate, mining, renewable energy, etc. are vital for supporting such sustainable development
of any nation. Thus the Indian infrastructure industry has entered in vital phase, in which we will inevitably
require a vast pool of skilled professionals to efficiently and responsibly build various kinds of infrastructure
facilities and then run them for greater productivity and social good.
Global Infrastructure Outlook
Infrastructure development has been the main pillar of global economic development over the last several decades.
According to the PWC report on Capital Projects and Infrastructure Spending 2013, outlook for infrastructure
development and economic growth is encouraging. In the year 2016, the annual growth rate is expected to be
up at 7.5% from 6% in 2014. Worldwide infrastructure spending will grow from 4 trillion USD per year in 2012
to more than 9 trillion USD per year by 2025. Overall, close to 78 trillion USD is expected to be spent globally

between 2014 and 2025. A major geographical shift in
infrastructure spending, from the West to the East, is
already under way and emerging Asia’s share of global
infrastructure spend is set to rise from 30% in 2012 to
40% in 2018, and 48% by 2025. The world’s emerging
powers are expected to experience unprecedented
growth over the next decade, creating an insatiable
appetite for new infrastructure.

the next five years for building its infrastructure to
provide uninterrupted power supply to our homes
and factories, and improve our roads, telecom,
transport and other urban infrastructure. To support
the financing the central government has created
the National Investment and Infrastructure fund
(NIIF) and considered allowing 100% FDI in the select
infrastructure sector.

Indian Infrastructure Outlook
Infrastructure development is a key driver for the
Indian economy. Infrastructure spend in India has
been largely stagnant at 5.0-5.5% of GDP over the past
decade compared with, say, China which has been
spending close to 15% of GDP on infrastructure, which
must increase to 10% of GDP to sustain the high GDP
growth, which shows the spectrum of activity in the
infrastructure sector in India in near future.

Upcoming Investments in Indian infrastructure
sector:
• 7.53 billion USD for 100 smart cities across India
• 137 billion USD in Indian railway network over the
next 5 years
• 93 billion USD for highway projects, including
National Highways Development Project (NHDP),
of which 45 billion USD to be invested over next 3
years
• 700 million USD to be invested by International
Finance Corporation (IFC) in existing transport and
logistics infrastructure projects in India.
• 650 million USD to be funded by The World Bank to
develop the eastern arm of the Dedicated Freight
Corridor (DFC) project in India
• INR 40,000 crore initial corpus from GOI for launch
of National Infrastructure Investment Fund (NIFF)

To boost global competitiveness and “Make in
India” initiative, infrastructure would play a critical
role. Hence, the sector enjoys intense focus from
Government for initiating policies that would ensure
time-bound creation of world class infrastructure in
the country. India is attracting significant interest
from international investors in the infrastructure
space. Many international companies are keen on
collaborating with India on infrastructure, high speed
trains, renewable energy and developing smart cities.
According to a recent white paper on Infrastructure
Financing, India needs a huge INR 31 lakh crore in

Looking at the overall positive outlook for the
infrastructure sector, the need now is to focus on
technical and managerial capacity building for
realizing India’s dream of becoming global superpower.

About AIIM

Realising the importance of infrastructure for the
nation, twenty five years back Mr. Gautam Adani
created the group with a vision of ‘Nation Building’ by
developing assets of national economic significance.
This journey in the arena of Indian Infrastructure has
now culminated into a multinational conglomerate
group encompassing world class and large scale
facilities in the infrastructure segment like ports,
railway, power, logistics and more. Adani has earned
highest acclaimed which is evident in the fact that it
was ranked India’s most trusted infrastructure brand
by The Brand Trust Report – 2015.
Adani group is also contributing in the social
infrastructure like education, community health,
sustainable livelihood development and rural

infrastructure development. As a part of education
initiative Gujarat Adani Institute of Medical Sciences
(GAMES) and Adani Institute for Education and
Research (AIER) are established by the group.
Adani Institute of Infrastructure Management (AIIM),
now a part of AIER, was established in the year 2009
with the goal of building the nation builders who can
effectively manage building and operating different
types of infrastructure. Our efforts have been to
groom graduates and generate future business
leaders in the field of infrastructure management,
who are well-equipped to face mammoth challenges
of managing fast growing infrastructure sector. At
AIIM, we dynamically align our rigorous curriculum to
the needs and aspirations of infrastructure sector so

that our students with their unique blend of strong conceptual, analytical and decision-making abilities possess
the skillset required to take leadership positions in the industry and become the Nation-Builders.
AIIM’s success is built on an interdisciplinary approach by bringing a systems perspective to grand challenges
in various industries in the infrastructure sector. Creating knowledge through research, documenting them
through case writing and papers, disseminating it through conferences, executing training programmes and
consulting are the tasks our faculty members get engaged with, while engaging students through curious and
inquisitive learning process.
AIIM campus provides learning ambience for intellectual excitement, fruitful interaction and professional growth.
AIIM is uniquely placed to deploy and leverage synergies with the one of India’s fastest growing Infrastructure
conglomerate – the Adani Group.  The participants of both short as well as long duration programmes not only
interact with a group of highly distinguished and acclaimed faculty, but also interface with the top leaders of
the sectors. So, bring your passion and ability to work hard and we promise to help you develop your potential
to its fullest in the exciting journey of professional career.

About The
Programme

Curriculum
AIIM offers 2-year full-time residential Post-Graduate Diploma in Management (Infrastructure Management),
duly approved by AICTE. The programme is for graduates who are passionate about pursuing a career in
infrastructure. In the first year, students complete a core curriculum that provides a thorough, integrated
grounding in management & infrastructure essentials while at the same time get exposure to the sector via site
visits and projects integrated with the courses and Summer Internship. The idea is to equip the students aptly
from the programme’s delivery focused and aligned with the expectations of the ‘real world’. In the second year,
in addition to some core courses, students round off their degree with many electives to choose from.

Our curriculum is designed to be the MBA+, meaning
that the students would study all master level
management courses and also apply them to the
infrastructure sector. Those who are able to understand
one industry sector well in the perspective of all
business courses are well-equipped to understand
other industries quickly.

The academic year is typically divided into three trimester; thus the 2-year programme is delivered in six
trimesters and summer internship.

Our curriculum is designed systematically and it is goal
oriented. Setting goals of the programme, identifying
and understanding factors for the success of our
graduates, classifying those factors into knowledge,
skills and attitude (KSA), identification of common
threads across the courses, pre-planning the active
learning components, ratification of initial draft of
curriculum and courses by academic and industry
experts, input from alumni and many such steps in the
rigorous process of curriculum design has given us a
degree of confidence about what we have planned to
deliver.

Courses are delivered by blend of academic experts
and industry experts, with intermittent guest lectures
by eminent experts, theme based conclaves and
seminars, conferences and more.
The courses delivery would immerse the students in
the learning process through a mix of pedagogical
methods including case analysis, lectures, group
exercises, simulation games, presentations, role
plays, project work and site visits to enhance the
effectiveness and richness of learning and in-class
experience. Special emphasis is laid to ensure that the
pedagogy is interactive and learner-centric.
We at AIIM have been keenly aware to dynamically
align the curriculum to the needs and aspirations of
the infrastructure industry so that our students, with
strong academic concepts, analytical and decisionmaking skills, acquire the tool-set and mind-set
required to be the leaders in the dynamic world of
infrastructure business.

Course
Curriculum

First Year
Sr.
Course Title
No.

Elective
Course

Second Year
The students can take electives, from the list given below.

Sr.
Course Title
No.
Trimester - I

Induction and Orientation Programme
including visit to Infrastructure sector
projects

Trimester - IV

Real Estate Management

22

Managing Financial Institutions

2

Capital Markets

3

Managing Oil & Gas Business

23

Management Control System

3

Infrastructure Investment

4

Managing Electricity Business

4

Construction Management

5

Managing SEZs in India

24

Working Capital Management in
Infrastructure Business

6

Transport Infrastructure

25

Strategy in Emerging Markets

7

Managing NGOs

26

Foundations of Strategy Consulting

8

Carbon Finance

27

Data Mining and Business Intelligence

9

Port Management and Finance

28

Management of Intellectual Property rights

10

Renewable Sources of Energy

29

Economic Analysis for Infrastructure Business

11

Advanced Topics in Real Estate Finance

30

Entrepreneurship and New Venture Planning

31

Sustainability and Infrastructure

32

Strategic Operations in Infrastructure

33

WTO & International Trade

34

Public Finance

35

Mergers & Acquisitions

36

Private Equity and Venture Capital

37

Manufacturing and Infrastructure

38

Rural Infrastructure

39

Public Economics and Infrastructure

40

Advance Contracts Management & Bidding

Financial Reporting & Analysis

3

Managerial Economics

5

4

Human Resource Management

Logistics & Supply Chain Management for
Infrastructure Business

5

Operations Management

6

Public Private Partnership

6

Quantitative Techniques for Business

7

Marketing in Infrastructure

7

Business Communication

8

EPC Project Management

8

Introduction to Infrastructure

9

Introduction to Marketing Management

Trimester - V
1

Infrastructure Finance

12

Oil & Gas Accounting & Taxation

2

Tax Management in Infrastructure

13

Managing LNG Business

3

Land acquisition & Environment Impact

14

Energy Trade & Risk Management

4

Strategy and Infrastructure

15

City Gas Distribution (CGD) Business

5

HSE in Infrastructure

16

Healthcare Management

6

Project feasibility and Appraisal

17

Enterprise and Innovations in Education

18

Hospital Management

19

Leadership Development

20

Information Technology for Infrastructure
Business

1

Business Communication-II (WAC Module)

2

Operations Management for Infrastructure

3

Organizational Behaviour

4

Corporate Finance  - I

5

Macroeconomics for Business

6

Managerial Accounting & Control

1

7

Business Statistics

Development, Ethics, and Sustainability and
Infrastructure (DESI)

2

Independent project

8

Marketing Management

9

Infrastructure Policy & Regulation

Managerial Negotiation

2

Corporate Finance - II

3

Infrastructure Business Development

4

Tendering, Bidding and Contracting

5

Strategic Management

6

Applied Organizational Behaviour

7

Decision Making

8

Economic Environment & Policy

9

Legal aspects of Infrastructure Business

System Analysis and Simulation

2

2

1

21

Management Information Systems

Managerial Computing

Trimester - III

Urban Planning & Management

1

1

Trimester - II

1

Trimester - VI

Institute
Facilities

AIIM is located within an upcoming, fully integrated
and the largest township of Gujarat – Adani
Shantigram Township – in a sprawling 600 acres of
land on Sarkhej-Gandhinagar Highway in the city
of Ahmedabad. The picturesque surroundings and
serene ambience provides perfectly stimulating and
congenial atmosphere to the students to explore their
creativity, enhance their spirit and learning efforts.
The entire Institute campus is fully air-conditioned,
Wi-Fi enabled and has aesthetically built ultramodern lecture halls, library, faculty & admin blocks,
auditorium, cafeteria, hostel, sports & recreational
facilities.
Lecture Halls
The institute has fully equipped gallery-style lecture
halls with state-of-the-art audio-visual and multimedia gadgets including two-way video conferencing
facilities to facilitate convergence of ideas.
Library
Library has a good collection of print and electronic
books, journals, database, audio-visual materials,
case studies, research reports etc. that facilitate
convenient and user-friendly access to current,
global and relevant information to serve info needs of
students and academics fraternity alike.

Auditorium
The Auditorium at AIIM is considered to be the best-inclass among academia and hosts most of the important
functions in the campus like the convocation,
conferences, student events and talks. The facility
can seat up to 300 people. It is fully air-conditioned
and equipped with ultra-modern equipment including
professional audio-visual systems.
Cafeteria
The institute cafeteria and dining hall are operated and
maintained by professional agency. It serves hygienic
food from breakfast, lunch, evening snacks and dinner
to other refreshments & beverages at affordable rates.
Boasting of state-of-the-art vending machines, the
cafeteria is a favourite hang-out place for students.
Recreational/Sports Facilities
There are many sports and recreational facilities
for students where they play cricket, football, table
tennis, volley ball etc. and spend their time on keeping
fit using modern all-equipped gymnasium.
Hostel
The students are accommodated in air-conditioned
rooms on twin sharing basis in AIIM campus. The
rooms are equipped with all modern amenities to
make the students’ stay comfortable.

Faculty
Resource

Diptiranjan Mahapatra
Ph. D. (Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad)

Visiting
Faculties

Sr No. Name of Faculty

Affliation

1

Dr. B Swaminathan

Indian Maritime University, Chennai

2

Dr. Bhargav Adhvaryu

CEPT University, Ahmedabad

3

Dr. Ganesh A. Devkar

CEPT University, Ahmedabad

4

Dr. Ravindra H Dholakia

IIM-Ahmedabad

5

Prof Ravindra Kumar

Gujarat National Law University, Gandhinagar

6

Dr. Ruchi Tewary

Amrut Modi School of Management,
Ahmedabad University

7

Mr. Kailash Varma

Vice President Commercial, Adani Group

Areas of Interest: Marketing, Advertisement, Sales
Promotions, Consultancy to NGOs

8

Mr. Mayank Upadhyay

IIM-Ahmedabad & EDI-Gandhinagar

9

Mr. Neelanjal Sanyal

PMC Projects India Ltd

Courses Taught: Marketing Management, Advertising
& Sales Promotion Management, International
Marketing, Service Marketing, Business Development in
Infrastructure Sector

10

Dr. Arbinda Tripathy

IIM-Ahmedabad, London School of Economics

11

Prof Indira Parikh

IIM-Ahmedabad

12

Prof Jatin Christie

Amrut Modi School of Management,
Ahmedabad University

Amit Shrivastava
Ph. D. (Bundelkhand University)

13

Mr. Mukesh Patel

IIM-Ahmedabad, Gujarat Law SocietyAhmedabad

14

Prof S S Sundaram

Vice President-Ernst & Young LLP, IIM-Indore

15

Prof Sebastian Morris

IIM-Ahmedabad

16

Prof VV Rao

IIM-Ahmedabad

17

Prof Mukul Vasavada

IIM-Ahmedabad

18

Dr. Aneesh Chinubhai

PDPU, Gandhinagar

19

Dr. Hetal Jhaveri

Amrut Modi School of Management,
Ahmedabad University

Mamta Tripathi
Ph. D. (Coventry University, UK)

20

Dr. Rohini Patel

IIM-A & IIM-Udaipur

Areas of Interest: Strategy and sectorial research on
manufacturing organizations

21

Dr. Hardik Shah

IMT, Ghaziabad

22

Dr. Rachna Gangwar

TAPMI School of Business, Jaipur

23

Prof Abinash Panda

IIM-Kashipur

24

Dr. A. Balasubramanian

Senior Legal Counsel with JSA

25

Prof Debjit Roy

IIM-Ahmedabad

26

Prof Sunil Maheshwari

IIM-Ahmedabad

27

Prof Ajay Pandey

IIM-Ahmedabad

28

Prof Amit Garg

IIM-Ahmedabad

29

Prof Amit Karna

IIM-Ahmedabad

30

Prof Arnab Laha

IIM-Ahmedabad

31

Prof Arvind Sahay

IIM-Ahmedabad

32

Prof G S Gupta

IIM-Ahmedabad, IIM-Indore

33

Prof I M Pandey

IIM-Ahmedabad, Asian Institute of
Technology, Thailand

34

Prof Jitesh Thakkar

IIT-Kharagpur

35

Prof K Balakrishnan

IIM-Ahmedabad

36

Prof M S Sriram

IIM-Bangalore, IIM-Ahmedabad

37

Prof Manjiri Akalkotkar

CEPT University, Ahmedabad

38

Prof Sanjay Verma

IIM-Ahmedabad

39

Prof Shailesh Gandhi

IIM-Ahmedabad

40

Dr Nayna Shah

Management Consultant, Ahmedabad

Areas of Interest: Energy, Natural Resources,
Infrastructure Policy, Economics, and Regulation  
Courses Taught: Infrastructure Policy & Regulation,
Infrastructure Development, Energy - Environment
Market, Carbon Finance & Sustainability, Land
Acquisition Environment Impact, Managing Oil & Gas
Business
Preeta Vyas
Ph. D. (Gujarat University)

Areas of Interest: Finance & Accounting
Courses Taught: Financial Reporting & Analysis,
Managerial Accounting & Control, Management Control
Systems, Working Capital Management

Courses Taught: Strategic Management, Economics

Sharita Sharma
Ph. D. (University College London – UCL)
Areas of Interest: Linguistics & Language Sciences,
Communication, Breakdown of Communication
Courses Taught: Communication Skills

Guest
Speakers

Sr No. Name of Faculty

Affliation

1

Shirley Ballaney

Indian Maritime University, Chennai

2

Meera Mehta

CEPT University

3

Anuranjan Mohnot

Amplus Capital Advisors Pvt. Ltd

4

Kamal Singal

Arvind Limited

5

Nimitt Karia

Development 2020

6

Viral Bhatt

Design & BIM Studio

7

Devendra Thakar

PMC Projects (I) Pvt. Ltd.

8

B. Ravi

Adani Port & SEZ Ltd.

9

Ranjan Wazir

Adani Realty & Construction Ltd

10

Irfan Koreishi

HDFC Ltd.

11

Shrikant Lonikar

Adani Port & SEZ Ltd.

12

T.D. Purohit

Adani Group

Current Batch
Profile

33% No. of Students with
prior Work Experience
67% No. of Students without
prior Work Experience

82% Engineers
18% Other Graduates

Student Life
At AIIM

At AIIM, it is not uncommon for students to stay up
late. You can see students involved in their work
round the clock. Right from morning students have a
jam packed schedule for the day. One of the Institute’s
most distinctive characteristics is its closely knit and
integrated residential community. Library is open late
night, to provide the best study support. AIIM has a
vibrant campus life with a wide range of opportunities
to fill your free time. The Institute has an impressive
and pollution-free campus with panoramic green
surroundings, and elegant landscaping. Also the
famous S. G. Highway can be accessed by heading
straight and options are plenty to unwind right from
Shambhu’s Coffee Bar to great shopping malls and
dining options.

Buddy Programme
Buddy Programme is a mentoring programme that
helps students get connected to the richly experienced
industry veterans and understand practical approach
to the classroom learning.

Sports
One can find students playing volleyball, football,
cricket, table tennis, etc. in the campus in their leisure
time to reenergize themselves after a hectic day at
academics. They also keep themselves fit visiting an
all-equipped gymnasium.

Academics Club
Students act as a vital link for communication between
the students and faculty in academic matters. They
suggest and facilitate conducting guest lectures,
seminars/symposia etc.

Events
The institute conducts several conclaves and
conferences such as ‘Infra-Fest’ where students
play pivotal role in organizing them. Inter-college
competitions and participations into them are regular
features for students that sharpen their organizational
skills and develop team spirit.

Study Visits
Study visits at AIIM enable students to gain first-hand
experience of infrastructure installations and how it
works as well as the change to connect theoretical
inputs that they receive in the classroom with
practice. Our lineage with the parent Adani group
makes it possible to have easy access across various
installations making study visits a regular and ongoing
process that’s vital in overall development curve.

Industry Interface Cell
Students collaborate with industry and develop a
network through the Institute’s Industry Cell. They
also assist organize study visits, summer internship
trainings, industry interaction programs, seminars,
workshops etc.

Summer Internship Placements
In the two-year PGDM (IM) programme, the students
will have to undergo 8-10 weeks of summer internship
training during summer break between the first year
and the second year. AIIM will provide all necessary
support to the students in arranging summer
internships.

Alumni
Testimonials

Dilip Porwal, PGPIM First Batch (2009-10)
PGPIM is a holistic and integrated management programme related to the
infrastructure sector at the AIIM. This programme seamlessly integrates General
management modules with infrastructure sector specific modules. Considering
its first year of operation, I was pleasantly surprised and highly impressed by the
course design, quality and experience of faculties, infrastructure, facilities, and
the environment.
First Employment Post PGPIM: Manager- HR, Adani Power Ltd.
Anupam Sawhney, PGPIM Second Batch (2010-11)
The one year spent at AIIM has given me a holistic understanding of the
infrastructure space from various perspectives such as regulations, policies,
financing, legal et al and equipped me to make a smooth transition from product
development to business development.
First Employment Post PGPIM: Manager-Sales, Tata Power Ltd.
Maitreyee Bhaduri, PGPIM Second Batch (2010-11)
The highly knowledgeable faculty, world class infrastructure & course structure
and my hard work; helped me, to learn something new every day. Understanding
the entire gamut of opportunities and challenges in the Infrastructure space is
a specialization for sure; but it definitely does not limit a professional manager
to one industry alone. I am proud to be an alumnus of the AIIM and eagerly look
forward to the growth of my alma mater.
First Employment Post PGPIM: Manager- HR, Adani Power Ltd.
Anis Desai, PGPIM Third Batch (2011-12)
I had certain apprehensions while joining AIIM PGPIM course, as leaving an already
flourishing career and starting again with academics was not easy to decide. But
it turned out to be path breaker, as the course provided me with holistic approach
about infrastructure management and its implication in modern world.
First Employment Post PGPIM: DeDodsal Engineering & Construction Pte Ltd,
Dubai
Abhishek Shah, PGPIM Fourth Batch (2012-13)
The AIIM Infrastructure management programme gave me the opportunity to be
mentored by successful professionals while developing my skill set and preparing
me for the business industry. The programme provides the necessary training and
allows one to get much more in terms of networking and hands-on experience.
Interaction with industry offers students a chance to walk away with more than
an education. The contacts I have made, experiences I have had, and principles I
have learned will serve as valuable resources throughout my career.
First Employment Post PGPIM: Deputy Manager- Operations, Adani Logistics Ltd.

Placements

Some Prominent Recruiters

Final Placements
AIIM has an excellent record of lateral placements
of the first six batches of one-year Executive Post
Graduate Programme in Infrastructure Management
(PGPIM). AIIM has extensive linkages with industry
which helps students to secure excellent placements.
Our students have been recruited in past by reputed
infrastructure companies with a substantial increase
over their average salary at the time of joining PGPIM.

Admissions
Process

Eligibility:
• AIIM accepts CAT / XAT / MAT / CMAT / GMAT / ATMA
scores as an input for the admission process.
• Candidates must hold a Bachelor’s Degree with
minimum 50% marks (45% marks for SC-ST
candidates) or equivalent CGPA of any recognized
university in India or abroad.
• The Bachelor’s Degree must entail a minimum of
three years of education after completion of higher
secondary schooling (10+2) or equivalent.
• In case the candidates are awarded grades / CGPA
instead of marks, the equivalence of percentage will
be considered.
Admission Process:
• Valid entrance test score
• Personal Interview
• Academic Performance
• Relevant Work Experience
• Extra-curricular Activities  
Eligible candidates can apply through a prescribed
Application Form along with the payment of application
fee INR 700. On the basis of application and the cut-off
for test scores as decided by the Admission Committee,
the candidates will be invited for PI Sessions.
For further details, you are advised to visit our website
www.aiim.ac.in.

Contact Admissions Ofﬁce:
Adani Institute of Infrastructure Management
Shantigram Township, Nr. Vaishnodevi Circle,
S. G. Highway, Ahmedabad – 382421,
Gujarat, India

Phone: +91 79 2555 6592 / 2555 7606
Mobile: +91 90990 55650
Email: admissions@aiim.ac.in
website: www.aiim.ac.in

